WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
SHARING A STORY?
Do you know just how beneficial sharing a story can be with your child?

Sharing stories gives us a chance to spend one on one time
together – no TV, no places to be, just child and parent together,
very valuable in today’s hectic world!! Reading provides so many
valuable learning experiences for children and adults. First of
all, it allows us to be transported from our own world to another.
Between the pages of a book, we can become immersed in the
lives of fictional characters and learn about a culture entirely
different from our own. Hearing words spoken aloud can expose
children to a range of new vocabulary and phrases that they may
not have heard otherwise. By reading to a child daily, they’ll
learn new words every single day. Reading helps children
develop empathy. When we read a book, we put ourselves in the
story in front of us. This allows us to develop empathy as we
experience the lives of other characters and can identify with
how they are feeling. Children can then use this understanding
to empathise in the real world with other people. Additionally,
children will gain a greater understanding of emotions, which
can help them understand their own emotions and those of
others. This helps dramatically with their social development.

If a parent reads with a child on a regular basis, then they will
undoubtedly develop a stronger relationship with them.
Reading provides parents with an opportunity to have a regular
and shared event that both parent and child can look forward
to. Furthermore, it provides children with feelings of attention,
love, and reassurance which is key for nurturing and wellbeing.
Sharing stories provides young children with vital pre-literacy
skills, helping them to succeed at school and beyond. Studies
have shown strong correlations between book sharing and
positive school performance. Research also shows that
children who are read to from an early age demonstrate a
higher self esteem than those that aren’t. Regular and
consistent reading can help to improve a child’s concentration
abilities. Furthermore, it will help a child learn to sit still and
listen for long periods of time, which will benefit them in their
schooling Reading early and often with your child may be the
best gift you give them!
First of all, you've need to find time - It’s easy to see the benefits but much more difficult to find the time. Make a
date. Each day, work out a convenient time in your routine. With very young children this may be after breakfast,
before bath time, or at bedtime and try and make this a habit. There are lots of other times you could share a story
though, you could read while on a bus or train; while children are in the bath; while eating at the table (some
families prefer to focus on eating, but others have had good successes with making mealtimes less of a battlefield
by bringing books to the table!).

Next you need to choose the right story - But where do you start? You could visit the Library, make a weekly
time where you and the children head to your local library and spend half an hour or so browsing and choosing
books. If you are unsure about what to choose, speak to Library staff who will be happy to help you. Worried
about losing library books or damaging them? Most libraries understand that young children may occasionally
have an accident, but see this instead as a great opportunity to teach your children how to care for things that
don’t belong to them. Let children choose their own story, they love to take control, and often know exactly what
they want. Just be prepared to read the same story 23 times in a day! Alternatively, take turns in choosing so
that you get to read some you really enjoy. Choose stories you love as well. What stories did you love as a child?
Children always know when you aren’t having fun, so try to avoid reading stories that bore you! Look for bright
pictures and subjects that you know they’ll love. Rhyming stories are easy to read and the children love to join in.
For younger children try not to have a story that’s too long as they may loose interest. Lift the flap books, ones
with objects to find in the pictures and textured pages and mean the children can get more involved! If you still
aren't sure what to choose, visit the Love Reading website where you can browse book recommendation by age
and even read an extract to see what you think.

Now its time to read - You have found the time, chosen the story and are
all cuddled up ready to read. What now? Treat your reading as more of a
conversation. Don’t feel you have to read every single word on the page.
Involve your child as much as possible and be prepared to spend ten
minutes on each page if that is what they want or if they want skip some
pages, that's fine too! Reading a book is a fantastic way to learn more
about your child's feelings, their likes, dislikes and interests. Take the
opportunity to ask questions. Can they see the blue duck? What do they
think will happen next? Does the little girl look happy or sad? Young
children love repetition, so wherever possible, involve them by asking
them to say repeated sections of the text. Prompt them by speaking
slowly immediately prior to ‘their’ line, and looking at them expectantly.
They’ll love this! Noises and actions are also a great way to get them
involved. Whenever you see the chance, include these in your sharing of
stories – get children to make the noises, faces or actions!
What else can I do to make it fun? - Introduce some puppets, older children can act of the story as you read,
younger children just like to hold them as thy listen. Games and toys can be a great way to extend your reading of
the story. Keep discussing what happened in the story and making links between the game/toy and the book. Story
sacks or baskets are also really good and you can easily make your own by choosing a few things that feature in
the book as props for the story. You could ask your child to recount the story to you or another adults, telling you
about the characters and events. You'll be amazed by their memory and insight!
But most of importantly you need to remember - This is a precious time for you and your child. Value it, make time
for it, and enjoy it. Relax and have fun! Make sure you enjoy yourself, children know when you are doing something
just because you should rather than because you want to!! Let your child be the boss, enjoy watching them grow,
develop and learn, allow them to meander over the stories and see what they come up with and most of all have
fun!!!

